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The slackening of good customs in countries that pride themselves on being civilized is lamentable. The civil or religious formula of Marriage has turned into official permission to fornicate for a few days after which there comes the Divorce. We marry today and divorce tomorrow. That is all.

Today, instead of saying “let’s sleep together”, we say: “let’s get married”. Thus, things are somewhat covered up, concealed, legalized.

Practically, modern marriage has turned into a new kind of prostitution.

We know cases of women who have got married 10 or 15 times. Many of those women are great film stars, or ladies in high society. Nobody says anything for their 10 or 15 husbands. Prostitution being legal, everybody shuts up.

Really, people mistake passion for Love. Passion is a poison which fools the mind and the heart. The passionate man firmly believes he is in love. The passionate woman could even swear that she is in love.

Those who are passionate dream of Love, sing to Love, but they have never awoken to the World of Love. They do not know what Love is, they only dream about it and believe themselves to be in love. That is a mistake, and when passion has been fully satisfied harsh reality remains; then comes the divorce. Only one in a million couples that believe themselves in love might be really in love. This is so even if it seems an exaggerated statement. Finding a couple who are really in love is rare in life. There are millions of passionate couples, but it is difficult to find any in love.

Dissolving the I in order to manufacture Soul is urgent; only the Soul can truly love. With the Holy Spirit’s fire the Soul gains strength and fortitude. It is good knowing that the Holy Spirit’s Fire is the Kundalini which the Hindustani speak of. Only this Sexual Blazing fire can open the Seven Churches of the Soul. Only this Electronic fire can fill the Soul with Igneous powers. He who does not understand this may lose his Soul; the Soul that renounces Sex and Love, inevitably dies.

The man shows his virility by performing acts of Love, not by talking about Love which he is incapable of doing. The Kiss of Mother Kundalini is for the virile man and for the woman truly in love with her husband. Mother Kundalini’s Kiss is Death. Mother Kundalini’s Kiss is Life. Passionate people do not know about these things. They think only about satisfying their desires and divorcing afterwards, they cannot think of anything else, that is all they know how to do. Poor people...! They are pitiful.

Put your Clay and your Water on fire, and fire them again, and bake them again and again, so that when your Clay goes back to the Clay and your Water evaporates, your Amphora of Salvation, that is, your Soul, is left gleaming and sparkling in the hands of your Internal God.

Whoever sees sin in Love, whoever hates sex, is a degenerated infrasexual that wants to castrate the Sun, but unfortunately he himself will be castrated. Whoever hates Love and Sex will not eat the food of the Sun; his testicles will dry up and he will be dead before dying.

Those who believe themselves in love must Dissect the I; they must auto-explore themselves in order to discover whether what they have in their hearts is passion or Love. People in love need to know themselves so as not to be castrated and to accomplish their virile creation. If your love is one and if in that Love you include all loves, your testicles will eat the food of the Sun. Whoever wants to enter the Realm of Esoterism must get dressed in the Gown of Regeneration, that is the Wedding Dress. The Angels sit at the table for guests; one is not allowed to sit there among them without the Wedding costume. That Dress, those who spill the sacred wine cannot have. Those few who truly are in love know that the sacred wine has not to be spilled. Unfortunately, people in love are very rare. There are almost none.

There is never lack of Judases in marriages. The Fatal Triangle, Adultery, causes thousands of divorces. It seems incredible that even the very same Great Arcane is now used by the tenebrous for adulterating and satisfying passions. Even the most holy things are profaned by adulterers and fornicators. Passionate people do not respect anything.

Happiness in marriage is only possible with the death of Judas. That Judas is the “I”, the myself, the reincarnating Ego.

We need to go from Peter to John. First, we must travel the path of Peter.
and work with the Philosopher’s Stone (Sex). Afterwards, we have to reach the path of John (the Word). These two paths are separated by the horrifying abyss where only wailing and gnashing of teeth is heard. If we truly want to go from Peter to John, we need to throw a bridge across to link both paths; that bridge is called Death. There, Judas, the “I”, the myself, the Ego, must die.

Remember that Mother Kundalini’s kiss is Death and Resurrection. One day you will wake up and afterwards you will have the joy of dying in yourself; Judas has to die at the bridge if you want to reach the path of John (the Word). You need to die in order to be free and to turn your Clay into an Amphora of Salvation (Soul) in which the Great Hidden Lord will be able to pour that food, that drink: the only solar food and drink with which everyone who manages to escape victorious the horrific valley of death can satisfy his hunger and his thirst for justice.

Peter —declared “Stone” in Cephas— represents all the work with Sex; John signifies the Word, the Incarnation of the Word through successive Degrees and successive Cosmic Initiations.

Peter died on a cross, like the Christ, and his head downwards, towards the Stone, indicating to us the work with the Philosopher’s Stone (Sex).

John (the Word) leans his head on the Christ Jesus’ heart as if saying: “Give shelter of love to me in your home and I will return it eternal to you in my Sacred Heart”.

Each one of us has to build the bridge of death in himself. The path of Peter has to connect with the one of John by means of the Death of Judas.

Only by reaching John do we incarnate the Word, fulfil the Word, become Christified. “But not all men comprehend the Path of Peter and they do not walk because they do not know yet whether stones have a heart, and therefore they do not comprehend the Path of John either.” Nobody can reach the path of John without having travelled all the Path of Peter (Sex). John (the Word) is waiting for us.

Let us remember that scene on the Sea of Tiberias after the meal of fish. Peter looks at John and asks to the Master: “And what about him?” The Master answers: “If I want that he stays until I come, what is this to you?”

Really the Word is awaiting, at the bottom of our Ark, the instant of its fulfilment. The perfect marriage is the path of Peter; we need to throw the bridge of death across in order to reach the path of John. Judas, the I, is the one who damages happiness in marriages; Judas fornicates and gets married out of animal passion believing himself in love. We need to hang Judas at the Bridge of Death. Only thus will we manage to reach John.

Regeneration is impossible without the Death of Judas (the “I”).

Sex is not just brain. Even stones have a heart, and if we want to turn sex into just brain, and if we break the law, and adulterate, the result will be total failure, the abyss and second death. Judas betrays us from instant to instant; and we will never reach the path of John unless Judas dies from instant to instant. When people will resolve to die from instant to instant, happiness will prevail in homes, and fornication and adultery will end. The divorced are the result of Passion. Once passion has died, there are neither wrong marriages nor divorces. There also are those who get married just out of economic interest or because of social convenience.

That is how Judas sells Christ for thirty silver coins. The result is divorce.

Nowadays, money marries money, you are worth what you have, your money speaks for you..., imbeciles talk like this. Those insulters, those blasphemers against the Holy Spirit call themselves practical people and live constantly marrying and divorcing if they are lucky not to be killed by a bullet from their resentful spouse. Really those people totally ignore that which is called Love. Nonetheless, they talk about Love and even swear Eternal Love.

Magazines with love advertisements are in fashion now. Those advertisements are extremely funny: “White woman, of such height, with so much capital, eyes this or that colour, so much weight, such religion, etc, would like to marry a gentleman so many years old, so much capital, such colour, such height, etc, etc, etc.” “Gentleman that much educated, such age, such colour, etc, wishes to get married to a woman so many inches tall, such colour, such capital, etc.” All this is really funny and horrible. All this is Prostitution with the approval of the authorities and of society. The result of all this is sorrow, absurd marriages, prostitution and divorce.

Good manners have become a thing of the past and Unity in Homes has collapsed. These days now, married women are on their own at clubs, pubs, cinemas, etc. Saturdays are very special days for married men. That day, as a weekend, they allow themselves to go through their money at the pub and
to adulterate shamefully, absolutely careless of their children’s fate. Men and women have given in to a laxity of good manners, and the result can be no other than marriages failing. What is built on false grounds works out to be all false. That getting married out of passion, that marrying out of economic interest, because of social convenience, etc, must inevitably lead to failure. Full mystical communion between both beings is necessary at all the seven levels of the Mind for there to be Love. This full communion at the seven levels of the mind not existing, the result is divorce. Love is like a solitary tree illuminated by the Sun. Love is like a newborn baby, Love is like an ineffable rose bathed in the light of the full moon. Love and passion are incompatible. Love and Passion are two substances which cannot be combined; Love is absolutely innocent. Neither jealousies nor anger, nor resentment, can exist where there is Love; because Love starts with a sparkle of liking, is substantialized by the force of fondness, and becomes synthesized as adoration. A perfect marriage is the union of two beings, one who loves more and another who loves better. Before getting married, it is necessary to auto-explore the I in a very sincere and very profound way, in order to absolutely auto-discover ourselves. We must use the scalpel of self-criticism, to extract the passion that we have within and bring it up onto the table of the harsh realities. To be able to give up in time, is better than to lamentably fail. It is urgent that we discover whether the Fullness of Love exists within us. Only on the basis of love can we make a good marriage. Affinity of thoughts, affinity of feelings, affinity of emotions, affinity of action, affinity of religions and of ideas, etc, etc, etc, need to exist between both beings for there to be love. Love is something impossible where this mystical communion does not exist.

Legislators could bring in any laws they wanted on this subject of marriage, but they would never really achieve any improvement. Happiness in Marriages is only possible by hanging Judas (the “I”). Anybody wanting to be happy in marriage must be honest with himself and not get married out of passion or out of interest or social convenience.

Modern married couples profane the sexual act. Modern marriages have failed because of sexual abuse; they do not want to understand Sex’s Divine Majesty. We need to know that sex is most holy. In the secret India of the Vedas, sex is used for achieving the highest forms of ecstasy. Among the Yogas in Hindustan, Sex is used for achieving union with the Vital Spirit and entering Nirvana. No Eastern sage would think of using sex for satisfying carnal passions. The Tantric Yogi uses the woman for his Intimate auto-realization. Tantrism is the best that Hinduism and Buddhism have. Sex-Yoga, Tantrism, is the best that Yoga has. We can assert that tantrism is the essence of Yoga. There are three kinds of Tantrism: White, Black and Grey. Really the only useful one is White Tantrism, in which there is neither Orgasm nor ejaculation of the Semen. In White Tantrism the Kundalini, that is, the Holy Spirit’s Fire, is awoken. Such fire fortifies the Soul, strengthens it and fills it with formidably Divine Igneous Powers. Sex-Yoga says that one has to “turn venom into a medicine”. By “venom” they understand the use of the woman and of spirituous drinks. In alchemical terms we would say that one has to transform lead into gold.

Really, Yoga is useful for nothing without Tantrism; Yoga is useless without its Sexual Essence.

Brahmans used to regard sexual union as being equivalent to a Divine sacrifice, and female organs as the fire in which the sacrifice is offered.

The female Brahman says in one of the sacred texts: “If it is your wish to utilize me for the sacrifice, let any blessing that you may invoke by means of me be bestowed on you.”

In Buddhist Tantrism, Nirvana is achieved by means of the Woman and Sex.

Yogis achieve Ecstasy through the sexual act without spilling the Semen. That is the Coitus Reservatus, i.e. the sexual act without reaching ejaculation of the Semen. Tantric Yogas undergo a very long, difficult training before entering the field of Sex-Yoga. All that training includes concentration, meditation, Bandas, Mudras, Pratayra, Pranayamas, etc. One text indicates that the yogi has to sleep with the woman at his right side during three months and at his left side during another three months, but without having sexual contact with her. Only after that comes the sexual union without ejaculation. This act is the Maithuna. Thus it is called.

With Maithuna we reach Nirvana. With Maithuna we reach ecstasy. With Maithuna the Kundalini is awoken and fully developed. They happily dance before the tantric sexual act. Before the Maithuna, male Yogi and female Yogi begin the Dance of Shiva and Shakti. Shiva is the Holy Spirit, and
Shakti is his wife, the eternal feminine. After the Sacred Dance, the couple of yogis sit down to meditate like the Mayan Initiates, their backs against each other’s, both spines making contact in order to achieve perfect mental and breathing-emotional control.

The position in which they sit down is the Eastern way, with their legs crossed in the way Buddha is depicted, and on the ground.

Only after that comes the practice with Maithuna. Among Yogis all this is carried out under the direction of a Guru who performs very powerful magnetic passes on the magnetic centre at the Coccyx of the male and female Yogis to help them in the awaking of the Kundalini. In a yoga text, Yogis are advised to stop breathing when they be in danger of falling into orgasm.

The book states: “If the disciple stops breathing, he will not spill his semen even if embraced by the youngest and most attractive of women.”

In the East there exist various magical positions, for performing the Sexual Act called Maithuna. Female Yogis have power to wonderfully contract their vaginal muscles and avoid orgasm and the loss of female liquor. Thus their snake awakes.

Tantric texts say that even if the semen is about to be ejaculated, the Yogi must retain it at all costs, that is, the semen must not be spilled.

During this sexual act the Yogi enters Ecstasy. With this kind of Sexual Ecstasy one reaches Nirvana. This is "riding the Tiger", thus it is how yogis regard this sexual act called Maithuna. The sexual positions for Maithuna are many and we may choose the one we want. All those positions are illustrated in the Kama-Kalpa, book of Sex-Yoga. Sometimes the male Yogi performs the Maithuna sitting on the ground, his legs crossed the Eastern way. The female Yogi sits down on his legs, absorbing his Phallus and crossing her legs behind the male Yogi in such a way that her legs are wrapped around him.

Other times, the inverted embrace is used, in which the female Yogi carries out the active part for very sacred and symbolic reasons. The male Yogi represents the apparently still Spirit, while she, the female Yogi, represents nature that keeps in motion. In the supreme moment of the sexual act, when orgasm approaches, the female Yogi resorts to the most terrible and violent sexual contractions in order to avoid spasm and spillage.

The Yogis take advantage of that instant for the most absolute concentration and the most formidable meditation. Then they reach illumination, Ecstasy, Shamadi.

In the West of the World, every married couple can practice Maithuna without using those difficult postures of the East of the World. There is enough with praying to the Holy Spirit before the practice asking for help, and then carrying out the act in the Western way; the couple withdrawing before Orgasm. We must not ejaculate the semen, never ever in Life.

The silly scientists of Black Magic believe that this practice is harmful and that it can bring congestion of the prostate, of the urethra, and of the seminal vesicles. That concept from the silly scientists is a downright falsity.

We Gnostics practise this sexual act during all our life, and we have never suffered from the prostate, neither from the urethra, nor from the seminal vesicles. There is no doubt that with Maithuna married couples will achieve supreme happiness.

This is how the bliss of the Honeymoon is preserved for all our life. With this act there is true happiness; the couple feel more and more like caressing each other and performing the sexual act, without ever being tired or bored. With this sexual act, there will be no more divorces in the world.

With this act we enter Nirvana. We may well pray back against back the Eastern way before the act, pleading with the Holy Spirit, imploring him to give us the joy of receiving the Fire. There is falseness in affirming that this damages the prostate and produces prostatitis. We, all those who have practised Maithuna, enjoy splendid health. Maithuna is sacrifice at first. After some time, Maithuna is full sexual satisfaction and supreme bliss. All the theories which the silly scientists put forward to combat Maithuna are completely false; whoever may allow himself to be deceived by the wrong reasonings of those tenebrous people will inevitably become a dweller of the abyss.

We are starting the new Aquarian Era and humanity will split up into two sides: those who accept White Tantrism and those who come down in favour of Black Tantrism; that is, those who will refuse to spill their semen and those who will agree to spill it. Those who will not continue ejaculating and those who will keep on ejaculating. White Tantrists, Black Tantrists, that is all. Speaking in occultist terms we will say White Magicians and Black Magicians.
These are the two sides of the new Aquarian Era.

In his work entitled “Thus spake Zarathustra”, Friedrich Nietzsche says: “Voluptuousness - unto all despisers of the body who wear penance shirts, a sting and a stake, and cursed as "world" by all back-worlds-men.
For it mocketh at, and maketh fools of, all teachers of confusion and heresy.”

“Voluptuousness — for the rabble the slow fire on which they are burnt; for all worm-eaten wood, for all stinking rags, the ready oven of love-fire and stewing.”

“Voluptuousness — for free hearts innocent and free, the garden-joy of earth, the overflowing thankfulness of all the future towards the present.”

“Voluptuousness — a sweet poison unto the withered only, but the great invigoration of the heart and the reverently spared wine of wines for those who have the will of a lion.”

“Voluptuousness — the great prototype of a higher happiness and the highest hope. For unto many things matrimony is promised and more than matrimony, unto many things which are stranger unto each other than man and woman are.
And who would perceive completely how strange man and woman are unto each other!”

Really, Love is an awesomely Divine cosmic phenomenon. When man officiates at the Altar Stone of Supreme Sexual Sacrifice, in that instant he can direct all his Voluptuousness to every magnetic centre in order to make them vibrate, twinkle and shine. In those instants of supreme sexual voluptuousness we are like awesomely divine Gods. The Holy Scriptures say:

“Ask and you will be given, knock and the door will be opened”. The supreme moment of sexual pleasure really is the precise instant to ask the Third Logos (the Holy Spirit) for all those powers we yearn for. The tremendous power of the forces of Shiva (the Third Logos), turns us into Gods.

People talk much about Meditation and ecstasy. Really the best time for Meditation and Ecstasy, is the time of Sexual Voluptuousness. The sexual forces produce Ecstasy. We must transform Voluptuousness into Ecstasy through Meditation.

During the sexual act and after it while the Voluptuousness is still vibrating, we undergo the Sacrifice of the Intellect. Only Creative Emotion can really take us to Ecstasy.

Only those with the capacity to weep as they pray to the Third Logos before the act, in the act and after the act, can enter Nirvana. Only those capable of getting enraptured in Voluptuousness without spilling the Semen, can turn into awesomely Divine Gods.

Those who learn to enjoy Voluptuousness Wisely without spilling the semen, become totally happy beings.

The Perfect Marriage is the basis of the Path of the Social Christ.

Unfortunately, marriage has become in modern life a frivolity far away from the Wisdom; this is the cause of failures, this is the cause of divorces. It is necessary that we study Gnosis, it is urgent that we go back to the Mystical celebrations of the Mysteries of Love. Learning to enjoy the delights of Love is urgent. It is urgent that we understand that only with Voluptuousness is the Angel born within ourselves. Only Angels can enter the Kingdom.

WHITE TANTRISM has the science for putting an end to DIVORCES and keeping the HONEYMOON ALL LIFE LONG. The HOME is the basis of a CHRISTIAN SOCIETY.

WHITE TANTRISM with its famous MAITHUNA, is the KEY to DIVINE SEXUAL HAPPINESS.

Samael Aun Weor
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